THE LEGEND HAS GROWN

Engel’s legendary range has grown to include 16 different fridge/freezer models and a complete range of genuine accessories.

ALL ENGLES FEATURE THE UNIQUE SAWAFUJI SWING MOTOR, THE WORLD’S MOST EFFICIENT AC/DC COMPRESSOR

ENGEL COMPACT MODELS

MT17F & MT27F

These fridge/freezers are lightweight and compact, ideal for people on weekend getaways and have also proved to be truck drivers’ best friend. Available in both 15L & 21L.

ENGEL COMBINATION FRIDGE/FREEZER MODELS

Available in 57 & NEW 75L sizes. The Engel combi is the first true dual compartment fridge/freezer. The thermostatically controlled fan provides cool air from the freezer section to maintain accurate refrigerator temperature, allowing for the best of both worlds.

ENGEL BATTPAKS 28 & 56 AMPS

The battpak is an ideal way to power your fridge/freezer. Perfect for situations when you wish to power your Engel away from your vehicle. There is a choice of 2 battpacks, the 28 and 56 AMPS.

BATTERY CHARGER

The Engel battery charger is designed to charge the Engel Battpacks and other discharged batteries. There are 2 variations of chargers, the 3.5 and 6 AMP. A necessity for every weekend or extended travelling trip.

ENGEL TRANSIT BAG

This quality zip-up insulated cover is ideal for maintaining the cool temperatures in the fridge/freezer by preventing hot weather from reaching inside the cabinet and is also protecting your Engel from bumps and scratches.
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AUSTRALIA’S # 1 SELLING PORTABLE FRIDGE/FREEZER THE ENGEL - MT45F-S 40L

Australia’s benchmark portable fridge/freezer that other manufacturers try to emulate. It is trusted due to its ease of use, long life, strength and economy of power. Built-in 12, 24 & 240V automatic power conversion, now with digital temperature readout and new silver finish.

ENGEL ICE BOXES

Built to Engel’s exacting standards these ultra-cool hand made fibreglass ice boxes are insulated for maximum performance and consist of a non-absorbent surface preventing stains or smells from reaching inside. Being lightweight and easy to clean the ice boxes are ideal for various recreational purposes. Sizes are available from 45L to 240L for your convenience.

ENGEL THERMOMETER

Provides both outside ambient and inside fridge/freezer temperatures (with handy 5m lead for desired mounting).

ENGEL FRIDGE SLIDES AND TRANSIT SLIDE LOK

The Fridge Slides are fully mountable and consist of lock-in and lock-out features as well as a heavy duty roller bearings for added safety while the Transit Slide Lok is an easy way to trust that your Engel is secure.

“When you’re in the bush you need equipment that won’t let you down. That’s why I always use Engel”

- Malcolm Douglas